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Determine Digital Video’s Destiny
ARE YOU READY FOR A REVOLUTION?
Perhaps you’ve noticed. An exciting revenue-generating
revolution continues to unfold daily in the world of digital video:
:: 4K Ultra HD
:: High Dynamic Range (HDR)
:: Wide Color Gamut (WCG)
:: HEVC compression
:: Streaming video
:: Next-generation ad insertion
:: …and we can only imagine what else.
Beyond the technologies themselves, their optimal integration
into the deployed infrastructure and platforms of cable operators
is itself a significant challenge. It requires strong leaders to develop
and implement technical standards that benefit the ecosystem of
operators, programmers, and hardware/software vendors.
The end goal, of course, is to ensure that the new technologies
fulfill customer expectations worldwide.
As proud participants of the Standards Program of the Society of
Cable Telecommunications Engineers (SCTE) and its global arm,
the International Society of Broadband Experts® (ISBE), these
thought leaders who drive the Digital Video Subcommittee (DVS)
are defining and refining digital video to the delight of increasingly
sophisticated and hungry consumers.
Companies for which I have worked, GI/Motorola
and now Sony, have benefited from SCTE•ISBE
standardization for cable. The standards and operational
practices provide a more stable environment for launching
product in which innovation is tempered by considerations of practicality.
Some believe that standards and operational practices are the purview of
the big operators and the OEM and other large manufacturers, but
SCTE•ISBE offers the opportunity for anyone with a good idea to bring
it forward successfully. Together, these factors offer reduced risk in
implementation, particularly early implementation, and the opportunity
to drive innovation, even for an individual.”
— Paul Hearty, Ph.D.
Vice President, Technology Standards Office, Sony Electronics Inc.

As Dr. Hearty, the only one to serve as chair of DVS since its
inception, observes, the SCTE•ISBE Standards Program enables
enterprises “to share with a wide swath” of the industry—operators,
OEMs, component developers, programmers, and others. This
provides valuable access to numerous and diverse knowledge
bases that would otherwise go untapped.
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DVS: A TOP-LINE DIFFERENCE MAKER
FOR THE BOTTOM LINE
DVS celebrates its 21st anniversary in 2017, and its body of work
illustrates how essential this subcommittee has been to the
advancement of the cable telecommunications industry over these
two decades.
Since its inaugural meeting in May 1996, in Los Angeles, DVS has
enabled large and small operators and programmers to increase
the quantity and quality of video offerings.

ANSI/SCTE 35 AND 104
Thanks to DVS, the SCTE•ISBE Standards Program proudly
brought home the Technology and Engineering Emmy® Award
in 2011 for Local Cable Ad Insertion Technology—Cable Digital
Standards for Local Cable Advertising. The star standards were
ANSI/SCTE 35 (a.k.a. “digital cue messages”) and ANSI/SCTE 104.
The 104 standard defines the communications applications
programming interface between the commercial insertion
automation system and the associated audio/video compression
system, resulting in the insertion of trigger messages (defined
by the 35 standard) for flagging the start and end points for
commercial insertion.
Clearly, with its direct hand in the enduring profitability of
the cable telecommunications industry, DVS had become a
commercial success!
For details, download each of these and all SCTE•ISBE standards
at www.scte.org/standards.

ANSI/SCTE 224
Consider another success story, this one involving ANSI/SCTE 224.
FierceCable reported, in March 2017, that sports-themed vMVPD
fuboTV is the first virtual pay-TV service to deploy ANSI/SCTE 224,
a technical standard to automate execution of local blackouts and the
provision of alternate streams of content to various groups of viewers.
“Local blackouts have been a technically vexing issue for virtual
MVPD operators like DirecTV Now, which notably struggled to
deal with local station blackouts of NFL games in December,”
the report stated.
As these examples show, one of the hallmarks of DVS is its
profound ability, year in and year out, to make a tangible,
competitive difference in the marketplace for the health and
well-being of the entire industry.

Promote Profitability Through Interoperability
Advertising standards for traditional spot television as well as those for advanced television implementations such as on-demand,
dynamic, interactive, addressable, mobile, and other platforms as developed (and being developed) within SCTE•ISBE will provide
significant revenue opportunities in the years ahead.”
— Paul D. Woidke, Principal, PDW Consulting

A UNIQUE EDGE
Since 1995, SCTE•ISBE has provided the only American National Standards Institute
(ANSI)-accredited standards program for the industry. This fact underscores the Society’s
influential position in the field. ANSI is a private, non-profit organization that administers and
coordinates the U.S. voluntary standards and conformity assessment system. DVS coordinates
its development efforts within a unique ecosystem that includes NCTA and CableLabs®.

MEMBERS DVS COMPRISES
Who is DVS?
:: Service providers, broadcasters, content providers, technology
partners, and industry consortia.
:: Comcast, Charter, Cox, HBO, Fox, Turner Broadcasting,
Cisco Systems, ARRIS, Panasonic, Sony, Ericsson, Technicolor,
Dolby, Harmonic, Discovery, NBCUniversal, and many more.

:: Find the list of industry organizations that
participate as SCTE•ISBE Standards Program members
at www.scte.org/standards.

AREAS DVS ADDRESSES
In what does the subcommittee specialize?
:: Advanced video codecs: HDR/WCG, HEVC, AVC, and Ultra HD.
:: Next-generation audio: Immersive audio, AC-4, and MPEG-H.
:: Next-generation systems: All-IP transition, virtualization, and
more to come.

:: Advanced advertising technology: Addressable ad insertion,
linear and on-demand ad insertion interfaces, digital cueing
and splicing, alternate content/blackout, and metadata.
:: New media: Virtual reality and augmented reality.

:: Advanced transport for IP video: CMAF and MPEG-DASH.
:: Content security: DRM, CAS (over cable), and encryption
(for content over IP).

PARTNERS DVS ENGAGES
With whom does DVS coordinate its efforts?
:: ATSC (Advanced Television Systems Committee), CTA
(Consumer Technology Association), DVB (Digital Video
Broadcasting Project), IAB (Interactive Advertising Bureau),
and NAB (National Association of Broadcasters).

:: Ultra HD Alliance and Ultra HD Forum.
:: MPEG (Moving Picture Experts Group) and SMPTE (Society
of Motion Picture & Television Engineers).

:: CableLabs® and NCTA–The Internet & Television Association.
:: ETSI (European Telecommunications Standards Institute) and
ITU (International Telecommunication Union).
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JOIN THE JOURNEY
Make sure your enterprise enters the picture. Bring your expertise
to DVS. Interact with like-minded stakeholders to shape standards
so that life-changing technologies will fulfill their remarkable potential.
Such a wise investment will enable your company, your customers,
and your industry to flourish. Promoting profitability through
interoperability, your company will play a direct role in uniformly and
systematically delivering products and services of exceptional quality.
Visit www.scte.org/standards for complete details—including
an annual dues payment structure customized to your company’s
profile—and the online application. Join today!
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